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Feedback by Melanie du Toit and Julie de Lisle

Over the Easter weekend our team, together with Mike Davies and 15 guys and girls from Estação
337, joined us for our ﬁrst Four12 School of Prophecy in Brazil. It was hosted
at Movimento Convergência (the church) in a town called Monte Mor, lead by Angelo Bazzo and his
wife Carol. What a wonderful, God-ﬁlled and powerful time. Just over 200 students from many
diﬀerent churches, some partnering with Four12, some looking in, all passionate, hungry and eager to
learn more about the prophetic. This is the biggest school that we have had so far and considering
that everything needed to be translated into Portuguese, it truly did feel like we were one heart, one
mind, one purpose throughout our time with them. We left on Sunday knowing that much was
revealed and learned, many new friends made, deeper relationships with each other built and a sense
that God had been gloriﬁed and exalted in all we had done.
We know that Jesus is building His Church around the world and that He uses us as we make
ourselves available. Come with us as we travel to the nations, you will be forever changed! – Julie de
Lisle, Joshua Generation Church, RSA
Watch the feedback clip from Melanie du Toit below:
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